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you can also get athenaze for kindle and nook; or if you are a hanker for the good old classics, you
can also get it in print. so why would anyone need to learn latin or greek in the way described above?
for some, any culture to be studied can be learned in a certain way. if youre a renaissance theist, you

know that the latin and greek you learn can become your servant. from the beginning, you can be
sure that the latin or greek you are learning is being used to glorify god. its noble! you are being

imbued with the culture of italy. its noble! you are learning to love the culture of old rome, and not
wasting your time on peasant villages! this is where things get interesting. we need to be serious

about a new type of latin or greek learning. latin or greek, if you think youre learning latin or greek,
you are learning a language. languages change. languages are highly dynamic. latin or greek at this
point is no longer a foundation upon which we learn how to study the history of ancient rome. if you

want to translate the bible, latin or greek will not be of much use. latin or greek will not help you keep
the focus on the heart and mind of the bible. latin or greek will no longer be a language of natural

growth. latin or greek in the way mill suggests, is not the kind of latin or greek we need at this point.
”desireth him to understand and know to the end all that the holy scriptures conteyne. and suppose,

he doth understand and know them, what need he of latin or greek?” (the john owens papers,
translation of 1 peter 3:15:15, vol. a, p.38)
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nowadays, especially because of my interest in the renaissance and renaissance humanism, i use
lingua latina more for its latin rather than its greek. but that doesnt mean i dont like the greek

versions. some of them are very good. the best ive read is lingua latina by ignazio boschi. but rbergs
lingua latina is still worth a look. in any case, i think rbergs lingua latina is the original. rbergs lingua
latina is a great book. if youre interested in latin, youll find it interesting. there are many excellent

latin grammars on the market (which youll find in my review of the best). i like lingua latina by
ignazio boschi and rbergs lingua latina because they offer a full dictionary and grammar of latin in a
readable style. i also like lingua latina by diels dober. i have only read the first ten chapters, but he

concentrates on latin as it is spoken in the spoken world, and that is a very useful style for the
beginning latin learner. rbergs lingua latina is big, and its full of grammatical information. i found it

helpful, but only if you know the latin quite well. you can also find it in rbergs lingua latina: 100 beste
grammatica latina. dobers latin for beginners is also helpful. first, i usually get a blank slate, but i

love my italian and my greek. second, i buy diodo chiavi e lezioni di greco and diodo chiavi e lezioni
di latino from accademia vivarium novum; the classroom method of teaching greek and latin means i
can get a lot of things right. i can take a course, drill on the basics, then go on to read a book in the

original or in a bilingual edition, then apply grammar to texts. the other day i worked on my first
course for the second time. third, i read the greek and latin letters, by j. h. muirhead. its not a

textbook; instead, it has a collection of translations of letters and excerpts from authors (of all sorts)
and other letters. i use the section on greek letters, but the section on latin letters is just as useful.
fourth, you dont have to be a full-fledged dabbler to learn greek or latin; the important thing is to
enjoy. once you get to the level where you can read a book in the original (possibly in a bilingual

edition), you can also read a primer, then books about grammar and the authors you are interested
in. 5ec8ef588b
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